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But that doesn’t stop us from moving forward, and
the signature this fall of an authorized distributor
contract with Hyosung, the world’s third largest ATM
manufacturer, is proof of that. This contract targeted
on Africa, perfectly completes our portfolio of
solutions and allows us to better cover all the needs
of our clients.

We knew that flexibility was needed to adapt to
market’s evolutions. This is even more true in the past
year, and companies must adapt not only to market
trends, but also to regulatory and security constraints.
Nothing is ever won and nothing is ever completely
lost. We must constantly be ready to adapt, even if it
means redefining the strategy established earlier.

Some of us are away from their loved ones. Home office
has become more common, lockdowns creating local
barriers. At the same time, we discovered many digital
tools and now we are closer than ever to our distant
business relations.

Viva Argentina !
Welcome to Mongolia !

An incredible dynamism

Who could have predicted that a virus would affect the
global economy so strongly and so durably and almost
every country indistinctly? A year ago, nothing seemed
to be able to stop or slow down international trade,
and airline companies’ forecasts showed steady growth
ahead for both personal and professional trips. Air
travel has gone from insolent growth last year to rock
bottom in a few months.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION...

There is no doubt that we will keep new ways of
collaborating remotely while meeting again as soon as
possible. Dear friends, we miss your visits, our visits, the
exhibitions and conferences. We miss you!

20 YEARS
We had planned to celebrate our 20 years of existence
but it did not come to our mind that we would
be technically unable to celebrate together this
milestone. We had planned a wonderful party and
the visit of many clients and partners. In a friendly
atmosphere, we would have finished late, with some
nice surprises to share. We will have to postpone to
2021, since we were not able to do so for the first time
in 20 years.
AFTER THE RAIN COMES THE SUN
Humanity has always recovered from pandemics and
wars, and 2021 will certainly be more beautiful than
2020. Life will continue and hopefully more in line with
our desires to reconnect. May 2021 be a great and good
year for all, with health first and the general recovery of
the economy in all sectors. Take care !
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CHALLENGES TO MEET

BIRTH OF A FAMILY

SPECIAL FOCUS

20 YEARS WITH PASSION
Exatec Group has been reconditioning end-of-life ATMs for over 20 years and
distributing them in more than 100 countries.

Year after year, the team has been enriched with new
talents who discovered the world of the ATM, the world
of refurbishing, and a team spirit full of kindness and
professionalism.
Everything did not go well, and not everyone followed
the path, but the Exatec family has gradually grown
with the pleasure of finding a second family each day
and growing the team, maintaining and developing the
link up to our family meals, a long-standing tradition.

Exatec was born in France, to supply refurbished
ATM spare parts, for the French market and for
the Bull technology, dominant in France at that
time. From the beginning, we were unique due
to the lack of similar companies around.
So we invented our technical processes, our
commercial approach and adapted a dedicated
IT tool. The company was only 5 years old
when we chose NaVision as our ERP, the
Microsoft software suite. An SME making such
an investment was so unusual that we had a
meeting with Bill Gates in Paris, who came
to meet his new target of small industrial
enterprises.

DID YOU KNOW ?

GENESIS
Exatec has been created by Thierry Boucard 20
years ago. After 10 years of experience for an ATM
manufacturer (Bull), with all the advantages and
constraints linked to a large group, the founder tried
the world of SMEs by joining an Italian broker based
in Monaco and dealing with refurbished ATMs. He
found out a parallel world regarding manufacturers,
exciting, international and unexpected.
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He also found out the potential problems of small
structures due to the values and practices of their
ubiquitous leader. Facing ethic problems, Thierry
Boucard considered three options: to be blind, to be
complicit or to leave and create a company with a
soul and values, where you can respect your clients,
your suppliers and your team just as much. That’s
how Exatec was born, mixing skills and values.

Our pictogram represents the E of
Exatec Group in the style of a printed
circuit board. This circuit does not simply
connect the electronic components, it has
the vocation to connect technologies and
men.
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ATMS FROM ALL ANGLES
An ATM is a set of spare parts, and
if we master the parts, we will also
know how to refurbish the complete
machines. The market then opens to
banks, resellers and CIT companies.

OUR STRATEGIC
POSITION

WHAT ABOUT NOW?

EXATEC GROUP
OVER THE YEARS
DIVERSIFYING

HUMAN RELATIONS

COMPLETION OF THE OFFER

Very quickly, there was a
danger of not anticipating
market’s evolutions. We had to
expand our market. No longer
depend on a single territory or
technology. We knew Bull, we
were going to master Dassault,
NCR, Diebold and Wincor.

The business is based on trust:
initially built from our first
exchanges and then validated
by the quality of our production.
Year after year, travels on all
continents create unalterable
links
between
passionate
ATMs specialists from different
cultures but sharing human
values that make business even
more beautiful, even bigger.

All that was missing was a hardware
partnership with a major manufacturer,
and 2020 enabled us to realize
this ambition by signing with the
Korean Hyosung, the third largest
manufacturer in the world, who was
looking for experienced partners to
develop the African market.

We were challengeable on
the French market, right ? We
decided to cross borders, get
out of Europe and conquer
the world. The supply of spare
parts is not enough for our
clients doing maintenance, they
also want consumables, repair
services, technical trainings
and support. They shall have all
that, including upgrade kits.
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The first 20 years went by very
quickly and the whole team did
a great job. Today, 85% of Exatec
Group works in export to over
100 countries. Our development
now requires the creation of
subsidiaries to support our offer
and allow us to add new services
and leasing for our clients. We
now have an R&D department
and innovations ahead of the
market.

We do not believe in
the end of cash, neither
in the near nor in the
distant future. The era of
dominating cash is over, as
the era of the train ended
with the cars. However, the
train has not disappeared
and justifies its presence
with specific advantages.
More than today’s ATMs,
our choice for the future is
to specialize in the automatic
machines managing cash
& transactions, combining
complex electro-mechanical
hardware and their secure
software.
20 years have passed for
Exatec Group and the
future is wide open.

It was during one of these visits,
in Serbia, that our partnership
with TAS Group was born for
the distribution and integration
of their multivendor software
solution. A key step in building
our global offer.
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ATMS NEWS:

SIGNATURE WITH HYOSUNG TNS
Exatec Group has been working for years with
Hyosung, the Korean ATM manufacturer, number 3 in
the world and number 1 in the USA.

HYOSUNG TNS: INNOVATION MASTER
Hyosung has been developing its ATMs division
for 40 years. Over the years, Hyosung has grown its
R&D department to develop its range of ATMs as
widely as possible with powerful and innovative
features. This is how the cash processing modules
are all developed and produced by Hyosung, from
the cash dispenser module to the recycler, including
the deposit.

AFRICA AS A TARGET
Africa is not (yet) the world’s largest market, but
its growth is impressive. This market of more
than 50 countries is strongly impregnated by
the use of cash, while being under-equipped
with ATMs. New practices are emerging, mixing
telephony, cash and ATMs. In this context of
innovation and adaptation, Hyosung is extremely
well placed to seduce the African market by its
wide range and the performance of its machines
in an environment marked by hard operating
conditions and very low banknotes quality.
This is how Hyosung penetrated in Nigeria to
become the new reference of the country, with
thousands of installed ATMs and millions of
transactions per month.

TECH NEWS:
PAINT BOOTH XXL

NEW PROCESS, NEW TOOLS
Exatec Group clients want their refurbished ATMs to be as close
as possible to the performance of new ATMs, but also to the visual
aspect of new ATMs.
Some also want to have ATMs in their own colors, in order to stand out
from the competition and attract as many users as possible to their
ATMs. In order to be able to control the quality and the deadlines,
Exatec Group has been equipped with a painting booth for years, to
carry out the work internally, on demand and in continuous flow in
our re-manufacturing process.

Your ATMs
100% customizable !

INTERNATIONAL REFERENCE
Initially focused on its domestic market, then
regional, Hyosung decided 20 years ago to expand
internationally and its first target was the US market.
A demanding market in all aspects, requiring robust
products, efficient over time, including software,
hardware and services required by US regulation and
by the market.
While the two world leaders naturally dominated
their domestic market, Hyosung gained market
shares step by step, first in the retail market, then in
the banking market, by adjusting its offer to the new
needs of American customers.
After reaching the first place in the US, Hyosung
naturally got international ambitions. Each continent
is now equipped with a bridgehead with thousands
of Hyosung ATMs already in the field, as it’s the case
in Europe with the United Kingdom, or in Africa with
Nigeria. Beyond these strong bases, Hyosung has
already conquered dozens of countries and is now
seeking to establish its presence in all countries.

BRUNO FOONG-SIT
GENERAL MANAGER
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EXATEC GROUP, AFRICAN
DEVELOPMENT’S PARTNER
Through Hyosung France, Exatec Group and
Hyosung TNS worked to establish a distributor
contract on a large part of the African continent,
building on the experience gained by Exatec
Group for more than 15 years in Africa, and with
business in over 40 countries. This contract
complements Hyosung’s coverage to address the
African market as closely as possible. Check out
the upcoming issues of the Mag to hear about
the Hyosung range, new clients and the network
of subsidiaries and partners Exatec Group is
developing.

ALESSIO SCRIVA
EXPERT PAINTER
As Exatec Group was looking for a larger paint booth, the company made a double blow thanks to its good
neighborhood relationships. First, by buying a paint booth of large capacity and second, by recruiting the
expert painter who worked at the neighbour’s auto-body repair center who was restructuring, to the greatest
satisfaction of all!
A great story that gives to Exatec Group’s production an additional advantage with better quality, greater
capacity, but also greater flexibility, while reducing production costs by improving efficiency.
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GREEN BUSINESS

PARTNERSHIP WITH FRENCH POSTAL BANK:

The Postal Bank is well known for its civic engagement
as close as possible to the population and for serving
all categories of the population. The group La Poste,
of which the bank is a subsidiary, has also developed
an ambitious program to be more environmentally
friendly and the processing of end-of-life ATMs is a
good example of this.

over the machines that are uninstalled without
reassignment. The discussions allowed us to get
to know each other better in order to adjust the
processes of Exatec Group at all levels: logistics,
technical and security processes according to the
bank’s processes, but also at the administrative level
to adapt to the documents and data to be managed.

A LONG-TERM COOPERATION
This personalized process convinced La Banque Postale
to switch to sustainable fleet management mode, by
selling dozens of ATMs to Exatec Group so that they
could have a second life as complete machines or
spare parts. Hopefully this partnership will grow and
strengthen over the time.

A PERSONALIZED PROCESS
Exatec Group has been in touch with La Banque
Postale for years to establish a partnership to take
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RCUBE IN ACTION

Exatec Group is a committed member of Rcube, the Federation of Reuse and Repair. We found in RCube,
a collective of sustainable development professionals from various markets sharing common goals and
challenges.

In France, La Banque Postale represents one of the most important ATM networks in France with more than
10,000 machines in the fleet, including various models from the three main brands.
A CITIZEN BANK

GREEN PLANET:

LUCIE LAUREAU
PROCUREMENT MANAGER

STRONGER TOGETHER

MULTIPLE ACTIONS

RCube brings together companies and
associations of all sizes, seeking to give
greater importance to the ecological
transition by ensuring the link between
players in the sectors of reuse, repair
and waste reduction, by structuring and
coordinating actions and lobbying for a
better impact of our work for a healthier
planet.

The Covid crisis has not slowed RCube’s
pace of work, quite the contrary. By
combining remote cooperation and
small committee meetings compatible
with health constraints, Exatec Group,
not only a member but also a member
of RCube’s board of directors, was able
to participate in the autumn universities
held in Normandy, at the Annual General
Meeting and at various thematic
meetings.

PROMOTING A
RECOGNIZED LABEL
Many working groups share their ideas
and skills for the benefit of the collective.
This work concerns financing, training,
the product-service economy, public
affairs, etc. The works that will certainly
have the greatest impact for all, from
RCube members, as all our ecosystems
and up to individuals, are undoubtedly
the ones that will allow us to achieve an
official reconditioned label. This label
will be framed and certified by Dekra,
one of the world’s leading certification
companies, and a strategic partner of
this label.

APPOINTMENT
BY THE DEPARTMENT
The quality of the work done and the
representativeness of the association
led to the appointment of RCube by the
Ministry of Ecological and Solidarity
Transition, to participate in the interbranch commission for the preparation
of new decrees of law. A great recognition
that honors us and motivates us to do
even more.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS:
CLIENTS IN 112 COUNTRIES!

VIVA ARGENTINA !

Exatec Group focuses on international for
over 15 years. Our repeated efforts to establish new contacts, combined with the quality
of our offer, let us create beautiful relationships around the world. We are French but
France barely exceeds 10% of our turnover.
Africa is continent number one, followed by
Europe and the Middle East. But our efforts
go beyond these usual areas and the new
countries are proof of this.

Our Argentinian friends did us the honor of
adding one more line to the long list of our
clients, the 111th one, to be precise. But as
soon as we had celebrated this performance,
we learned of the death of Diego Maradona,
world famous and considered as a god by the
Argentine people to whom he offered his second star. A special thought to all Argentinians
from all over the world and to all football lovers.

GRETA AMELIO
SALES
ENGINEER

WELCOME TO MOGOLIA !
At the other end of the world, Mongolia
became the 112th country of Exatec Group.
A vast country, known for its steppes, its
wildlife and its difficult climate, Mongolia
nevertheless has a network of ATMs and
infrastructures that few people suspect.
It is therefore a great joy to count this great
country among our clients and we hope
to help them develop their ATM network
through the great diversity of Exatec Group’s
offer and our sense of listening.
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FROM AFRICA:

THE ESSENTIALS OF THE NEWS
Africa is huge and it would
be wrong to consider the
continent as a single block
with the same needs and
behaviours. Africa is diverse
and Exatec Group has forged
strong and lasting ties for
over 15 years.

AFRICAN DIVERSITY
Each continent has its
own diversity, but Africa
is breaking all records in
terms of size and number
of countries. Consider, more
than 50 countries, of which
more than 10 exceed the
million square km. With such
dimensions, many of them
seem small, but they are only
small compared to their large
neighbors.
Exatec Group knows and
appreciates Africa in its
diversity with established
business in over 40 countries.
Listening and adapting are
the great qualities to have if
you want to succeed across
the continent.

AN INCREDIBLE DYNAMISM
The arrival of Covid troubled
Africa in 2020, but more
because of the disturbances
caused by the lockdown of
other continents than by the
severity of the epidemic in
Africa. It is true that the share
of very old people is lower in
Africa, just as obesity is quite
rare. Anyway, it is nice to see
that the market is moving and
has (almost) lost nothing of the
recent dynamism. Nevertheless,
we regret that some countries
suffer from the depreciation
of oil or other raw materials,
which constitute a large part of
their wealth.

EXATEC GROUP’S
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Exatec Group has gained large
market shares on the African
continent, even without any
local facilities. So far, we
worked directly remotely or
through many partners, but we
have not built local entities
of our own. Soon this will be
done, and Exatec Group has
determined a development
plan that is particularly adapted
to Africa, with new partnerships
and/or
the
creation
of
subsidiaries supporting the
Hyosung catalogue, including
commercial,
logistics
and
technical teams with a local
stock, and opening to leasing
and outsourcing offers.

EVEN CLOSER
Without the Covid crisis, 2020
should have been the year of
the first phase, as we prepared
the roadmap since 2018. Never
mind, we did not waste our
time and the signature with
Hyosung comforts us and gives
us a new dimension. With our
usual flexibility, some details
remain to be defined and new
perspectives may appear for
our current and future clients
and partners.

CLAIRE HILL
SALES ENGINEER
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FROM SHOPPING SIDE:

BUSINESS CASE:

THE LATEST NEWS

MONITORING : COST OR PROFIT CENTER?

WINDOWS 10 MIGRATION KITS

EXCERPT FROM THE WHITE PAPER “MONITORING, YOUR NEW PROFIT CENTER”

Exatec Group has many Windows Ten
migration kits for the different models of
ATMs. These kits include of course the main
hardware elements, but also accessories and
complete services to extend the life of the
installed ATMs.

MONITORING, I KNOW! … AND YET…
Everyone has a monitoring tool! Or everyone thinks they have a
monitoring tool. It’s true that each ATM is connected to a switch
and its transactions are monitored through the switch. We know
almost everything about each transaction and the global state of
the ATM. Does it work?

ARRIVAL OF CINEO 4080 & 4060

Is there a lack of cash or paper? Are there any captured cards? Yes,
we know a lot of things but it is not an assistance and this kind of
tool does not allow to automate the many actions necessary for
the proper functioning of the ATM. Nor does it make it possible
to trace the effectiveness of the various participants or to take
control of a given device. There are therefore different types
of monitoring and only those with an active agent installed on
each ATM can actually interact with the machine and its different
components.

The recycling machines arrive on the
refurbished market and the upcoming arrival
of Cineo 4080 and 4580 is interesting in more
ways than one. These ATMs, from a withdrawn
fleet even before its full deployment, will
attract the attention of specialists…

RM3 REPAIRS
Exatec Group repairs and renews
the
world-renowned
RM3
technology for recyclers. We are
both capable of repairing unit
per unit as well as whole pallets
on a regular flow. Again, efficiency
means flexibility.

FREE MASKS FOR OUR
CLIENT-PARTNERS
Exatec
Group
has
customized masks for
our team, for our visitors,
but also for our clientspartners to whom we
have the pleasure of
shipping 5 masks with
their orders of parts and
machines.

ANTICIPATE, ACT, CONTROL,
IN AUTOMATIC MODE

the immobilization of sums. Only specialized algorithms
can optimize this multi-parameter equation.

Imagine that you are at the head of a fleet of 100 taxis
and that you receive alerts on each vehicle indicating
different incidents such as a fuel shortage, flat tires, a
broken engine, an air conditioning system.

THE LEVERS OF PROFITABILITY

How to manually manage these 100 vehicles remotely?
Only one solution: automate as much as possible to
react without delay and anticipate everything that is
predictable. This is the real challenge of a monitoring
tool.
SOURCES OF COSTS
A fleet of ATMs generates various costs, some of which
are not financial, such as the brand image that can
suffer from poor quality of service. Operating and
maintenance costs are generally assessed well, but the
reasons for site-to-site variations are not understood.
Two aspects are often forgotten or underestimated:
time and cash. The lost time aspect is extremely
important.

STOCK OF NCR SELFSERV WITH
GBRU
Exatec Group has a permanent flow
of NCR SelfServ with GBRU which
are proposed as spare parts, as
GBRU upgrade kits and as complete
machines. The configurations and
conditions can be consulted from our
sales teams.
For your end-of-year orders, consider anticipating before our annual
closing. Have a great holiday with family and friends!
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Interventions that go on and on, trips that could have
been avoided, procedures that are poorly applied,
are all a mess in the management of teams. Finally,
cash management is generally done empirically. The
challenge is to not replenish too often while limiting

The supervision teams must be equipped with
a powerful and configurable monitoring tool to
automate all the actions necessary for the proper
functioning of the fleet.
Profitability lies in the achievement of a high uptime
associated with the delivery of the services expected
by users. All this must be achieved by facilitating
the efficiency of the intervention teams, from cash
processing, software updates, daily management and
video surveillance tools. You don’t need a Rolls Royce
to drive your kids to school. You just have to know
how to drive, have a good vehicle and get associated
services to not stay in the garage.

BRUNO FOONG-SIT
GENERAL MANAGER
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NEW TALENTS:

DREAM

TEAM
CELEBRATIONS & HONORS
Since its creation, the Exatec Group has
implemented an HR policy that promotes
personal development, lifelong learning
and internal promotion. Add to this a
team spirit maintained throughout the
year and amplified by a few events, and
you will better understand the stability
and performance of the Exatec Group
team. This end of the year 2020 is quite
special since it coincides with 3 key dates
in the team, which is quite rare.

Like every fall, many students have joined us for one or two years
for some, for a long career for others. In addition to the students, the
team has grown in recent months to develop the overall efficiency
of Exatec Group through the contribution of the experience and
skills of these new talents.

We are pleased to announce, in alphabetical order:
10 YEARS: LUCIE LAUREAU,
PROCUREMENT MANAGER

5 YEARS: CATIA DA COSTA,
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

15 YEARS: LAURENT MARTY,
TECHNICAL MANAGER
Laurent is one of the few experts at Exatec Group who had technical experience
in banking machines, even before joining
the team. We can say that he is the technical reference for his colleagues as well
as our customers, our WIkipedia in the
flesh. Over the years, Laurent has moved
as far as almost every continent, sharing
his knowledge and gaining experience.
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ARTHUR

IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Lucie arrived just after the celebration of the
10th anniversary of Exatec, which makes the
meter quite easy to read! From the secretariat
to the management support, from the participation in the management committee to the
head of purchasing, Lucie has touched almost
all aspects of Exatec Group, with the exception
of screwdrivers! For several years now, Lucie has been the main point of contact for all
French banks that appreciate her seriousness
and her sense of listening. Beyond listening,
Lucie also appeared on the screen in 2020, participating in the video on the different facets of
Exatec Group’s business model.

Five years ago,Catia joined
Exatec Group as a co-op
student in the sales
department. Involved in
her work and showing
great versatility, Catia
has broadened her field
of intervention. This is
how she took on the role
of administrative assistant
to Lucie. At the same time, Catia
also maintains a permanent role in
commercial service, being the privileged
contact for our Portuguese speaking
customers. And it seems that the variety of
tasks to be performed is perfectly suited
to the professional development of Catia!

AURÉLIE

BASTIEN

GEOFFREY

MARKETING & COMMUNICATION

COMMERCIAL

QUALITY & METHODS

HENI

PATRICIA

ZINEB

AT INTERNAL LOGISTICS

AT PURCHASING

HUMAN RESOURCES
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:

A SHOWER OF NOVELTIES FOR YOU !

OUR VALUES:
AUDACITY
PERSEVERANCE

NEW WEB SITE

COMMITMENT
RESPECT

The dynamism of Exatec is translated in the new website completely renovated.

OUR ACTIONS :
INNOVATION
DURABILITY
PERFORMANCE
ENVIRONMENT

WALLPAPERS
Exatec Group has created beautiful posters for its 4 core values and its 4 core
actions. For you, these posters are now available as wallpapers, upon request.

BROCHURES

YOUTUBE
Check out our latest news, including an interview with Exatec Group and its
ecosystem. Check out our new YouTube channel.

FACEBOOK

Interested in learning more about
this 20 years journey ? Ask the sales
department or check the Exatec
website to learn more.

Finally, Exatec Group now has a Facebook page.

Exatec Group
is on Facebook

NEWSLETTER
The new generation newsletter has arrived! Discover our products and
services differently.

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK TO STAY INFORMED
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Exatec Group
693 Avenue de Saint-Roman, 06500 Menton - FRANCE
+33 (0)4 93 28 18 09 - www.exatec-group.com
contact@exatec-group.com

